
China Builds the Bomb
John Wilson Lewis and
Xue Litai
"The authors' telling analysis is
backed up by a well-grounded
knowledge of the subject. Their
research is meticulous, drawing
upon much previously classified
information ....They are well versed
in a wide range of topics, from stra-
tegic analysis and party politics to
the nuts and bolts of bomb mak-
ing."—Tai Ming Cheung, Far East-
ern Ecortomic Review. 349 pages.
$29.50

Personal Voices
CHINESE WOMEN IN THE 1980's

Emily Honig and
Gail Hershatter
"A major contribution to the analy-
sis of gender relations in China. It
presents important perspectives in
new and creative ways."—Jean C.
Robinson, Journal of Asian Studies.
"A timely, highly readable work on
women's status in contemporary
PRC during the 1980's by two major
intellectual historians of Chinese
society."—J. W. Salaff, Choice. 397
pages, doth, $42.50; paper, $12.95

Bandits in
Republican China
Phil Billingsley
"Meticulously researched and judi-
ciously argued, this book is the best
study in any language of Chinese
Banditry during the Republican
period."—Roger V. Des Forges,
Times Literary Supplement. 395
pages, illustrated. $42.50

Culture, Power,
and the State
RURAL NORTH CHINA, 1900-1942

Prasenjit Duara
This book is an ambitious attempt
to offer both a method and a frame-
work for analyzing Chinese social
history in the state-making era by
constructing a prismatic view of
village-level society that showshow
marketing, kinship, water control,
temple patronage, and other struc-
tures combined to form the cultural
nexus of power. 340 pages. $37.50

The Reach of the State
SKETCHES OF THE

CHINESE BODY POLITIC
Vivienne Shue
"A superb series of critical essays
that are original, theoretically so-
phisticated, historically and politi-
cally insightful, and closely interre-
lated in themes and arguments.
They make for fascinating and
thought-provoking reading."—
Maurice Meisner, University of
Wisconsin. 189 pages. $25.00
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Remaking the Economic
Institutions of Socialism
CHINA AND EASTERN EUROPE
Edited by Victor Nee and
David Stark
This collection of eleven essays is
unique in taking the first steps
toward a comparative analysis, one
that focuses on economic institu-
tions rather than ideologies, exam-
ining how the activities of subordi-
nate groups place limits on the
power of state elites. 480 pages.
Cloth, $48.50; paper, $13.95

Hankow
CONFLICT AND COMMUNITY IN A
CHINESE CITY, 1796-1895
William T. Rowe
"There really are few historians who
combine empirical richness with
analytical incisiveness as well as
Rowe does....This book is Rowe at
his best, a book of rare importance
....It is truly a masterful job."—
Joseph Esherick, University of Ore-
gon. 460 pages, illustrated. $42.50

Transition to
Neo-Confucianism
SHAO YUNG ON KNOWLEDGE
AND SYMBOLS OF REALITY
Anne D. Birdwhistell
Shao Yung (1011-77) was a key
contributor to the Neo-Confucian
synthesis, and this study attempts
to make understandable the com-
plex and highly theoretical thought
of a philosopher who has been, for
the most part, misunderstood for a
thousand years. It is the first full-
length study in any language of
ShaoYung'sphilosophy. 288pages.
$37.50

The Wu Liang Shrine
THE IDEOLOGY OF EARLY
CHINESE PICTORIAL ART
Wu Hung
The funerary shrine of the Confu-
cian scholar Wu Liang, created in
A.D. 151, is the most important sur-
viving pre-Buddhist monument in
China. This book is both a history
of the shrine and an analysis of its
cosmologjcal significance. Illus-
trated with some 200 photographs,
rubbings, and drawings. 496 pages,
illustrated. $60.00

NOW AVAILABLE IN PAPER

The Peasant Economy
and Social Change in
North China
Philip C. C. Huang
'This rich and ambitious work
marks a new beginning for social
history in the China field. For China
scholars seeking tounderstandhow
ordinary people 'lived the big
changes' of the modern era (to bor-
row a phrase from Charles Tilly),
this book is the place to start."—
Susan Mann, Journal of Asian Stud-
ies. 384 pages, doth, $42.50; paper,
$15.95
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I
Chinese Women in a
Century of Revolution,
1850-1950
Ono Kazuko. Editedby Joshua
A. Fogel
The first comprehensive history of
women in modern China, this book
encompasses political, economic,
military, and cultural history, and
draws upon Chinese and Japanese
sources untapped by Western
scholars. 283 pages, doth, $35.00;
paper, $10.95

Daughters of the
Canton Delta
MARRIAGE PATTERNS AND
ECONOMIC STRATEGIES IN SOUTH
CHINA, 1860-1930
Janice Stockard
This book, based on interviews with
150 elderly women, describes an
extraordinary traditional marriage
system, "delayed transfer mar-
riage," that is virtually unknown in
the ethnographic literature on Chi-
nese society, though it was prac-
ticed in the Canton Delta for many
generations. 245 pages. $32.50

Pirates of the South
China Coast, 1790-1928
Dian Murray
"Social historians will find the de-
scriptions of pirate organization and
pirate life absorbing reading
....Murray's study helps us better
understand the power alignment
on the South China coast at a critical
time in Chinese history."—Journal
of Asian Studies. 255 pages, illus-
trated. $32.50

Xunzi: A Translation
and Study of the
Complete Works
VOLUME I, BOOKS 1-6

John Knoblock
"It is puzzling that we have had to
wait so long for someone to do the
work that Knoblock has done....The
book is one that every serious
library must have and that many
scholars throughout the world are
going to want on their shelves."—
David Nivison, Stanford Univer-
sity. 356 pages. $55.00

Images and Ideas in
Classical Chinese Prose
STUDIES OF FOUR MASTERS

Yu-Shih Chen
The classical prose essay (ku-wen)
developed in the Tang and Sung is
one of the major Chinese literary
genres. This book is the first full-
length treatment in English. It
concentrates, for its elucidation of
the aims and characteristics of ku-
wen and the ku-wen movement, on
the writings of the four literary fig-
ures—Han Yii and Liu Tsung-yiian
of the Tang, Su Shih and Ou-Yang
Hsiu of the Sung—who were its
greatest practitioners and expo-
nents. 251 pages. $35.00
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ill
The Japanese Informal
Empire in China, 1895-1937
Edited by Peter Duus, Ramon H. Myers,
and Mark R. Peattie

This volume examines the period from 1895 to 1937
when Japan's economic, social, political, and military
influence in China expanded so rapidly that it supplanted
the influence of Western powers competing there—a
remarkable achievement for a latecomer society and one of
the most intriguing stories of imperialist expansion in the
twentieth century. This collection of fourteen essays
discusses how Japan's "informal empire" emerged in
China after Japan entered the Treat Port system in 1895.
Throughout we see the impact on Japan's own internal
development. 16 halftones, 10 maps.
Cloth: $47.50 ISBN 0-691-05561-0

Policies of Chaos
The Organizational Causes of Violence in
China's Cultural Revolution
Lynn T. White III

Lynn White shows that the tumult of the Cultural
Revolution after 1966 resulted mainly from reactions by
masses of individuals and small groups to three specific
policies of administrative manipulation: labeling groups,
designating bosses, and legitimating violence in political
campaigns. These habits of local organization were com-
mon after 1949 and gave the state success in short-term
revolutionary aims, despite scarce resources and staff—but
they also drove millions to attack each other later.
Cloth: $39.50 ISBN 0-691-05546-7

PRICES ARE IN U.S. DOLLARS
ORDER FROM YOUR BOOKSELLER OR FROM

Princeton University Press
ORDER DEFT.. 3175 PRINCETON PIKE. LAWRENCEVIUE NJ 08648 U.SA
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